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Course:  Spanish 3 

Unit 2 Objective:  Communicate possible, unlikely, or doubtful events or events 
out of the control of the speaker. 

Challenge Activities:  For Native Speakers-3 Students, or other students 
interested in expanding their use of these more advanced grammar forms, create 
a poster with recommendations/suggestions for one of the following themes:  
protecting the environment; selecting a college major;  preparing for success in 
high school.  Use the Subjunctive mood to express your 
recommendations/suggestions. 

Lesson 6:  Forms of the Present Subjunctive Mood 
Lesson 7:  Using the Subjunctive for Wishes, Requests, Doubts and Emotions 
Lesson 8:  Using the Subjunctive with Special Phrases 
Lesson 9:  Using the Subjunctive or Infinitive with Impersonal Expressions 

Unit 3 Objective: 

Lesson 10:  Using the Imperfect Subjunctive 
Lesson 11:  Using the Present Perfect Subjunctive 
Lesson 12:  Using the Pluperfect Subjunctive 
Lesson 13:  Review the Subjunctive Mood 

Lesson 6: 

The Present Subjunctive is used in combination with other verbs forms and special 
phrases to convey wishes, requests, doubts, emotions and other scenarios considered 
out of the control or will of the Subject.  The Subjunctive is not a tense, but a 
Grammatical Mood.   

All the previous tenses studied (Present, Preterite, Imperfect, etc.) are part of the 
Indicative Mood.  The Indicative Mood expresses what was, is, or will be.  The 
Subjunctive Mood is used to express what might happen, what is possible, what 
someone hopes for…but is not guaranteed.  When used in the past, it expresses what 
might have or should have happened.  When used for the future, it expresses what 
could be. 
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The forms of the Regular Present Subjunctive are formed in similar fashion as many 
command forms.  They follow a 3-Step process (which we will call the 1/2/3 Rule). 
 
Step 1:  Find the “yo” form of Present Indicative (the one studied since Spanish 1) 
 
Step 2:  Drop the final “-o” off the “yo” form 
 
Step 3:  Add the opposite vowel ending.   That is for -ar verbs, use the -er/-ir endings 
for Tú/Él, Ella, Usted/Nosotros/Ellos.  For the yo form, add -e.    For -er/-ir verbs, use 
the -ar endings for Tú/Él, Ella, Usted/Nosotros/Ellos.  For the yo form, add -a.   
  
The chart below shows the steps for forming the Regular Present Subjunctive: 
 

Infinitive Yo form  
Drop -o 

Subjunctive 
Forms 

Estudiar Estudio  
Estudi- 

estudie, estudies, estudie,                
estudiemos, estudien 

Leer Leo  Le- lea, leas, lea, 
leamos, lean 

Escribir Escribo  
escrib- 

escriba, escribas, escriba, 
escribamos, escriban 

Salir* Salgo  salg- salga, salgas, salga, salgamos, salgan 
Entender* Entiendo  

entiend- 
entienda, entiendas, entienda,  

entendamos**, entiendan 
 
Note:  Notice that for the first three verbs, Steps 1 and 2 basically just give us the stem.  
*However, applying the rule for the final verbs results in the forms changing.  The “go” 
verb keeps the “g” with the stem. The stem change extends to the subjunctive forms 
(but does not extend to the “nosotros” form). 
 
If a verb ends in -car/-gar/-zar, there is an additional spelling change used to maintain 
pronunciation and adhere to some spelling rules.  The Present Subjunctive endings are 
as follows: 
     
            -car  -que, -ques, -que, -quemos, -quen 
            -gar  -gue, -gues, -gue, -guemos, -guen 
                 -zar  -ce, -ces, -ce, -cemos, -cen 
 
Some verbs have irregular conjugations in the Present Subjunctive, chiefly because the 
1/2/3 rule does not work.  The rule doesn’t work because the “yo” form of the Present 
Indicative does not end in “-o”, so you get stuck at Step 2. 
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The following are the Irregular Present Subjunctive verbs and conjugations. 
 

Infinitive Yo Tú Él/Ella/Usted Nosotros Ellos/Ellas/Ustedes 
Ir vaya vayas vaya vayamos vayan 

Ser sea seas sea seamos sean 
Estar esté estés esté estemos estén 
Dar  dé des dé demos den 

Saber sepa sepas sepa sepamos sepan 
Haber haya hayas haya  hayamos hayan 

PRACTICE A:  Complete the tables below comparing the Present Indicative and 
Present Subjunctive Forms  (Remember to start with “yo” form of Pres. 
Indicative.) 
 

Infinitive:  Caminar Pres. Indicative Pres. Subjunctive 
Yo Camino  
Tú  Camines 

Él/Ella/Usted Camina  
Nosotros  Caminemos 

Ellos/Ellas/Ustedes Caminan  
Infinitive:  Correr Pres. Indicative Pres. Subjunctive 

Yo Corro Corra 
Tú   

Él/Ella/Usted  Corra 
Nosotros Corramos  

Ellos/Ellas/Ustedes   
Infinitive:  Abrir Pres. Indicative Pres. Subjunctive 

Yo Abro  
Tú  Abras 

Él/Ella/Usted Abre  
Nosotros  Abramos 

Ellos/Ellas/Ustedes Abren  
Infinitive:  Decir Pres. Indicative Pres. Subjunctive 

Yo Digo  
Tú  Digas 

Él/Ella/Usted Dice  
Nosotros Decimos  

Ellos/Ellas/Ustedes  Digan 
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Lesson 7:  Using the Subjunctive for Wishes, Requests, Doubts and Emotions 
 
 
Subjunctive for Wishes, Requests, Suggestions, Recommendations, etc. 
 
Forms of the Present Subjunctive are used after Expressions of Wishes of Requests 
when the expressed desire is one person expecting someone else to do something.  
The first clause expresses the wish/request in the Present Indicative Tense.  The 
second clause expresses the desired action in the Present Subjunctive Tense.  The two 
clause are linked by the conjunction “que”. 
 
The Pattern is:  
    
Subject 1 + Verb 1 (Present Ind) + que + Subject 2 + Verb 2 (Pres. Subjunctive) 
 
OR              S1 + V1 + que + S2 + V2 
 
The Verbs for Verb 1 are verbs expressing wishes, requests, etc. 
 
      Ex.   Mis padres esperan que mi hermano estudie en UCLA. 
                     S1           V1                       S2             V2 
            = My parents hope that my brother studies at UCLA. 
 

Ex.        Yo quiero que tú vengas a mi casa este fin de semana. 
 
              = I want you to come to my house this weekend. 
 

Ex.         Felipe recomienda que nosotros vayamos a Florida el próximo verano. 
                 S1          V1                       S2           V2 
            = Phillip recommends that we go to Florida next summer. 
 
Practice A:  Write five sentences expressing wishes, requests, etc. that one 
person has for another.  Use various subject for S1 and S2. 
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Subjunctive for Doubt, Disbelief, and Denial 
 
Forms of the Present Subjunctive are used after expressions of doubt, disbelief, and 
denial. The first clause expresses that the first subject does not believe the person or 
event in the second clause is likely, true, or possible. 
 
Phrases to express doubt, disbelief, denial: 
 
Dudar = to doubt     No creer = to not believe        Negar = to deny        
 
No estar seguro/a = to be unsure            No es verdad = it is not true     
 
No es cierto = it is not certain   Es imposible = It is impossible     
  
No es probable = It is not likely       
 
   Use the same S1V1 + que + S2V2 pattern for these expressions.   
 
 
 Ex.    Yo dudo que mis padres compren la casa nueva. 
                    S1  V1                S2             V2 
    =    I doubt that my parents will buy the new house. 
 
   Ex.   Miguel no cree que sus estudiantes vayan a pasar la prueba. 
                     S1          V1                S2                   V2 
 =      Michael does not believe that his studens are going to pass the quiz. 
 
 If using an impersonal expression (In English, the “It is + adjectivive”  like “it is 
impossible”) there will be no expressed S1.      
 
Ex.    Es imposible que las vecinas me visiten hoy. 
           S1  V1               S2               V2 
       =  It is impossible that) my neighbors (will) visit me today. 
 
Practice B:  Write five sentences describing doubts, disbelief, etc. that one 
person feels about potential events. 
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Subjunctive for Emotions  
 
Use the Subjunctive after verbs of emotions expressing how someone feels about a 
theoretical or potential event.  Again, use the S1 V1 + que + S2 V2 pattern. 
 
Verbs/phrases indicating emotions include: 
 
Tener miedo (de) = to be afraid of            Temer = to fear         Sentir = to feel sorry 
 
Alegrarse (de) = to be happy that      Preocuparse (de) = to worry about    
 
Molestarse (de) = to be bothered about           Enfadarse (de) = to be annoyed by 
 
Ex.     Mis padres temen que mi hermano no tenga un puesto bueno. 
              S1               V1             S2                  V2 
    =  My parents fear that my brother won’t have a good job. 
 
         Siento que ellos estén enfermos. 
           SV1*         S2       V2 
  =   I am sorry that they might be sick. 
*Note how the subject “yo” is implied with the conjugation.  Remember in Spanish you 
do not have to explicitly state the subject if it’s been previously established or is clear 
within the verb conjugation.  In this case, “siento” is only for the “yo” form so the subject 
is clear. 
 
PRACTICE C:   Write five sentences describing emotions that one person feels 
about another person or situation. 
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Lesson 8:  Using the Subjunctive with Special Phrases 
 
Ojalá 
There are certain phrases that are paired with the subjunctive regularly to express 
possible events out of the control of the speaker or subject. 
 
The first phrase, “Ojalá” comes from the Arabic word for God, “Allah”, and originally 
meant “May God Grant” or “God willing…”.  Now, it usually means “Hopefully”. 
 
Ex.  Ojalá (que) mi tío llegue pronto.   “Hopefully my uncle arrives soon.” 
 
Ojalá haya más lluvia.   “Hopefully there is more rain.” 
 
 Ojalá que todos volvamos a la escuela en agosto.  “Hopefully we all return to school in 
August.” 
 
Ojalá que no haya mucho tráfico hoy.  Tengo prisa.  “Hopefully there is not a lot of traffic 
today.   I am in a hurry.” 
 
Practice A:  Write five things that hopefully will happen (or not). Use “Ojalá + 
subjunctive”. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Special coordinating conjunction phrases: 
 
Certain conjunction phrases link the two clauses, resulting in conditions between two 
events.  The second event will use the Subjunctive. 
 
Some coordinating conjunction phrases include: 
 
Con tal de que = as long as            A menos que = unless         Antes de que = before 
Tan pronto como = as soon as       Después de que = after        Para que = so that 
Sin que = without                            A fin de que = in order that   Hasta que = until 
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Ex.      Vamos al concierto con tal de que podamos comprar los boletos. 
      “We are going to the concert as long as we can buy the tickets.” 
 
Eduardo tiene dos trabajos para que su esposa se quede en casa con sus hijos. 
   “Edward has two jobs so that his wife may stay home with their children.” 
 
Quiero viajar a Europa este verano a menos que me ofrezcan un puesto en el banco. 
    “I want to travel to Europe this summer unless they offer me a job at the bank.” 
 
Practice C:   Write five sentences showing conditions between two events.  Use 
the coordinating conjunctions and the Subjunctive. 
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Lesson 9:  Using the Subjunctive or Infinitive with Impersonal Expressions 
 
Many Impersonal Expressions are used with the Subjunctive to express what may 
occur. (They are considered “impersonal” because no subject/person is mentioned in 
first clause.) 
 
Es importante …      It’s important  
Es bueno …               It’s good   
Es probable…          It’s likely  
Es necesario …       It’s necessary  
Es malo …          It’s bad  
Es mejor …          It’s better  
Es peor …                It’s worse  
 
These forms are used with Subjunctive when specifically mentioning who the situation 
applies to.   
   
Ex.   
Es importante que Pablo estudie para el examen final.   It’s important that Pablo 
studies for the final exam. 
 
Es necesario que mis hijos limpien la casa.     It’s necessary that my children clean 
the house. 
 
If no specific person is mentioned, and the situation is just a general observation, then 
the Infinitive is used instead. 
 
 
Ex. Es importante estudiar para el examen final.   It’s important to study for the final 
exam. 
    Es necesario limpiar la casa.    It’s necessary to clean the house. 
 
When using the Infinitive, notice the conjunction “que” is not necessary. 
 
Practice:     Create 3 pairs of sentences using impersonal expressions, with and 
without specific people.  (Use Subjunctive, then use Infinitive.) 
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Lesson 10:  Using the Imperfect Subjunctive 
 
The use of the subjunctive is not just for present tense.  We can also talk about wishes, 
requests, doubts, emotions, etc. in the past.  In those scenarios, we can use the 
Imperfect Subjunctive.  Both Verb 1 and Verb 2  
 
The Imperfect Subjunctive is formed by: 
 

1) Start with Ellos/Ellas/Ustedes form of Preterite 
2) Drop the -ron 
3) Add endings to match the subject:  -ra, -ras, -ra, -‘ramos, -ran    

 
Notice:  There is only one set of endings for -ar/-er/-ir verbs 
 
Sample conjugations: 
 
 

Infinitive Preterite 
Ellos/Ellas/Ustedes 

Imperfect 
Subjunctive 

Venir vinieron viniera, vinieras, viniera, viniéramos, vinieran 
Estudiar estudiaron estudiara, estudiaras, estudiara, estudiáramos, 

estudiaran 
Ir fueron fuera, fueras, fuera, fuéramos, fueran 

Dormir durmieron durmiera, durmieras, durmiera, dumiéramos, 
durmieran 

 
Ex.     
Ex.   Mis padres esperaban que mi hermano estudiara en UCLA. 
                     S1           V1                       S2             V2 
            = My parents hoped that my brother would study at UCLA. 
 

Ex.        Yo quería  que tú vinieras a mi casa el verano pasado. 
 
              = I wanted you to come to my house last summer. 
 

Ex.         Felipe recomendó que nosotros fuéramos a Florida el verano pasado. 
                 S1          V1                       S2           V2 
            = Phillip recommended that we go to Florida last summer. 
  
 Ex.   Yo dudaba que mis nietos durmieran bien durante la tormenta. 
 =  I doubted that my grandchildren slept well during the storm. 
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Practice: 
  Write 5 sentences in which you describe past situations of wishes, hopes, 
doubts, etc.  Make sure V1 is in a past tense (Imperfect or Preterite) and V2 is in 
Imperfect Subjunctive. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Lesson 11:  Using the Present Perfect Subjunctive 
 
Like other perfect tenses, the Present Perfect Subjunctive is a compound tense.  It is 
formed with the Present Subjunctive of “haber” (haya, hayas, haya, hayamos, hayan) + 
Past Participle. 
 
Review of Past Participles 
Past participles of -ar verbs are formed by adding -ado to the stem.   
     Ex.  hablado,   trabajado,      practicado    
 
Past participles of most -er/-ir verbs are formed by adding -ido to the stem. 
     Ex.   comido,         vivido    ,            corrido 
 
Past participles of -er/-ir vebs with stems ending in vowel are formed by adding -ído to 
the stem. 
     Ex.  leído,           creído,       oído 
 
Irregular Past Participles:  
           
 Ver  visto            Hacer   Hecho         Poner   Puesto      Abrir  Abierto   
           
  Decir   dicho          Morir    Muerto          Escribir  Escrito      
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Combine the form of “haber” + Past Participle to express what may or may not  have 
happened before now. 
 
Ex.  No creo que los estudiantes hayan escrito sus ensayos. 
       
      =  I don’t believe that the students have written their essays. 
 
      Es posible que mi hermano aún no haya visto la película. 
 
     = It’s possible that my brother hasn’t seen the movie. 
 
      Temo que se me hayan perdido las llaves. 
 

=   I fear I may have lost my keys. 
  
     Martina espera que su esposo ya haya lavado los platos. 
 
 = Martina hopes that her husband has already washed the dishes. 
 
Practice:   Use wishes, wants, doubts, etc. or use impersonal expressions to 
express what may have happened before now.  For what may have happened, 
use the Present Perfect Subjunctive.  Write at least five sentences. 
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Lesson 12:  Using the Pluperfect Subjunctive 
 
Like the Present Perfect Subjunctive, the Pluperfect Subjunctive is a compound tense.  
It combines the Imperfect Subjunctive of “haber” (hubiera, hubieras, hubiera, 
hubiéramos, hubieran + Past Participle (-ado, -ido, etc.).  It is used to speculate what 
might have happened prior to another past event or moment. 
 
Ex.   Cuando sus abuelos llegaron, los niños ya se hubieran dormido. 
    = When their grandparents arrived, the children had probably already fallen asleep. 
 
     El verano pasado ya hubiera vendido la casa el vecino. 
   = Last summer, the neighbor had likely already sold the house. 
 
 
   Cuando yo tenia diez años, mis hermanos ya se hubieran gradúado de la prepa.  
=   When I was ten year old, my brothers had probably already graduated from high 
school. 
 
 
The Pluperfect Subjunctive can also be used to express the idea of what somebody 
should have done. 
 
Ex.  Adolfo, ¡hubieras ido al concierto!   
   =  Adolfo, you should have gone to the concert. 
 
        Felicia hubiera comprado la casa el año pasado; ya es demasiado cara. 
=   Felicia should have bought the house last year; now it is too expensive. 
 
    Hubiéramos traído las chaquetas.   Hace much frío.  
=  We should have brought the jackets.  It’s very cold. 
 
Practice:   Think of some things that people should have done.  Write five 
sentences using the Pluperfect Subjunctive describing what they should have 
done and why. 
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Lesson 13:  Review the Subjunctive Mood 
 
 

I)  Review Lessons 9-12 to familiarize yourself with the formation of various 
tenses  in the Subjunctive Mood.  In the boxes below, describe how each 
tense is formed.   

    Present Subjunctive 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Imperfect Subjunctive 

  Present Perfect Subjunctive 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pluperfect Subjunctive 

 
 

II)  Give 3 examples for each of the following uses for the Present Subjunctive.  
Use various subjects and verbs for both clauses. 

 
a)  Wishes – what someone wants another person to do 

 
 

b)  Doubts, Disbelief, Denial – what someone does not believe has or can happen 
 

c)  Emotions – how someone feels about something that may happen 
 

d)  Special conditions – use with coordinating conjunctions 
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III) Give 3 examples for each of the ways to describe scenarios with Impersonal 
Expressions 
 
a) Use with subjunctive to describe a scenario with specific people 

 
 

b) Use with infinitive to describe a scenario in general 
 
 

  
IV) Give three examples of these Compound Perfect tenses of the Subjunctive 

Mood 
 

a) The Present Perfect Subjunctive – to say what might have happened before now 
 

b) The Imperfect Subjunctive – to say what might have happened before a time or 
event in the past 

 
c) The Pluperfect Subjunctive – to say what should have happened or what 

someone should have done 
 
 

V)  Finally,  write one sentence using the present subjunctive with Ojalá to 
express what you hope happens in the near future for the following: 

 
a)   Yourself 
b)   You and your best friend 
c)   Your family members 
d)   Your school and classmates 
e)    Your community 

 
 
 
Ojalá que todos los estudiantes de FUSD, sus familias, sus profesores, los 
administradores, y el personal de cada escuela y cada departamento vuelvan a 
compartir y gozar nuestra comunidad educativa pronto. 
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